Come to our BOOK FAIR!

Pete the Cat and His Magic Sunglasses
by Kimberly & James Dean
When nothing seems to be going his way, Pete the Cat goes from grumpy to groovy with the help of some magic sunglasses.
Item K32593 LEX 4.5 [DK] $4.99

Star Wars™: Finn & Rey Escape!
Feel the force with Finn and Rey in this all-new galactic book based on the movie.
Item K37204 LEX 4.0 [DK] $4.99

The Oodlethunks #1: Oona Finds an Egg
by Adele Griffin, illustrated by Mike Wu
Oona finds a very special egg and does everything she can to protect it until it hatches — even though it might gobble her up!
Item K36125 LEX 4.7 [DK] $5.99

Scholastic 2016 Book of World Records: Epic Wins and Fails
Completely updated facts, stats, and records about the world and its people.
Item K306130 LEX 5.1 [DK] $10.99

The Hero Two Doors Down
by Sharon Robinson
Steve’s new neighbor is Jackie Robinson! How many kids get to become friends with their hero?
Item K36619 LEX 4.0 [DK] $5.99

DC Comics Secret Hero Society #1: Study Hall of Justice
by Derek Fridolfs, illustrated by Dustin Nguyen
New school, fighting super-villains, forming a super hero trio! A lot is happening at Duccard Academy.
Item #358319 LEX 5.0 [DK] $6.99

Ellie’s Story: A Dog’s Purpose Novel
by W. Bruce Cameron
Search-and-rescue dog Ellie must do the job she was born to do and save the people she loves best.
Item K36239 LEX 3.5 [DK] $5.99

DC Hero Society Study Hall of Justice: Secret Agent Book Report
by Michael Teitelbaum, illustrated by Sam Jellicoe
From the creators of the DC Hero Society!
Item K31830 LEX 5.0 [DK] $7.99

Dr. KittyCat #1: Posy the Puppy
by Jane Clarke
Dr. KittyCat is a talented vet — and adorable! And she’s ready to provide furry first-aid to all her pals!
Item K30672 LEX 3.0 [DK] $4.99

“Star Wars™: Finn & Rey Escape!” table
607-5015-155 Xaverel Ltd.

Parents: Did You Know?
Reading at home on a daily basis can impact a child’s success in school and in life.
A home library is an idea space where children expand their knowledge and vocabulary, and develop stronger thinking skills.
Be involved. Learn about your child’s interests and preferences. Help them build an idea space filled with books they can read alone … and with you.
Access a short video and see how your involvement can make a difference. You can view this video at scholastic.com/bookfairs/family

SCHOLASTIC
open a world of possible
GET THE BOOK FAIRS APP! Scan book covers with this symbol! to watch videos.
See back cover for more.

Be a READING SUPERHERO
Join the BIGGEST Reading Challenge EVER! See back cover for details.
**Picture Books**

**Frog on a Log?**
by Kes Gray, Illustrated by Jim Field

Cats sit on mats, hares sit on chairs, and frogs sit on logs. But what if Frog doesn’t want to sit on a log?

ExCLUSIVE PAPERBACK $4.99
Y1: Picture Books

**One Big Pair of Underwear**
by Laura Gehl, Illustrated by Tom Lichtenheld

What do two bears, three yaks, and six cats have in common? They hate sharing. Can a giant pair of underwear make it better? Of course!

Exclusive Paperback $4.99
Y1: Picture Books

**Duncan the Story Dragon**
by Amanda Driscoll

When Duncan the Dragon reads a story, his imagination catches fire...along with his book. Will he ever find out how the story ends?

Exclusive Paperback $4.99
Y1: Picture Books

**The Pirate Jamboree**
by Mark Teague

Ahoi, maties! Join Blasdeadbo Johnson, Eyepatch Sue, Pig Leg Jones, and more as they set sail for a high-seas pirate adventure!

Exclusive Paperback $4.99
Y1: Picture Books

**Please, Mr. Panda**
by Steve Antony

A penguin, a skunk, and other hungry animals all want Mr. Panda’s doughnuts. But will anyone manage to get them by saying the right thing?

Exclusive Paperback $4.99
Y1: Picture Books

**When Spring Comes**
by Kevin Henkes, Illustrated by Laura Dronzek

The days may be cold and gray, but soon the snowmounds will get smaller and spring will be all around you. Are you ready?

Hardcover $17.99
Y1: Picture Books Table

**I Wish You More**
by Amy Krouse Rosenthal, Illustrated by Tom Lichtenheld

What would you wish for if you had endless good wishes? Celebrate the everyday with this uplifting book, perfect for wishes of all ages.

Hardcover $14.99
Y1: Picture Books Table

**Peanut Butter & Cupcake!**
by Terry Border

All Peanut Butter wants is a friend, but Hamburger has to walk his hot dogs and Egg cooks up. What’s a piece of bread to do? Does Peanut Butter have a soulmate?

Exclusive Paperback $4.99
Y1: Picture Books

**Last Stop on Market Street**
by Matt de la Peña, Illustrated by Christian Robinson

Experience the sights and sounds of a bustling city with a book that will have you looking at the world a little differently.

Exclusive Paperback $4.99
Y1: Picture Books

**Fly Guy Presents: Snakes**
by Tedd Arnold

Join Buzz and Fly Guy on their trip to the snake house as they discover just how cool these slithering creatures really are.

$3.99
Y1: Easy Readers

**Pete the Cat: Scuba-Cat**
by James Dean

Suit up with Pete as he dives in and searches for a seahorse in this super cool aquatic adventure.

My First I Can Read™

$3.99
Y1: Easy Readers

**Icky Sticky Readers: Super Sharks**
by Lauren Brown

Explore all the weird, crazy, and gross things you could ever want to know about super awesome sharks in this Scholastic Level 2 Reader.

$4.99
Y1: Easy Readers

**LEGO® DC Super Heroes Handbook**

From their favorite weapons to the coolest cars, learn top secret information about your favorite LEGO DC characters with this updated, must-have guidebook!

$9.99
Y1: Easy Readers

**LEGO Table**

LEGO®, the LEGO logo, LEGO DC Super Heroes, and the other related names, designs, and characters are trademarks of the LEGO Group. © 2019 The LEGO Group. Unauthorized reproduction is a violation of U.S. and international intellectual property laws. LEGO®, the LEGO logo, LEGO DC Super Heroes, and the other related names, designs, and characters are trademarks of the LEGO Group. © 2019 The LEGO Group. Unauthorized reproduction is a violation of U.S. and international intellectual property laws.

$9.99
Y1: Easy Readers

Check out our expanded selection of books!
**Favorite Series**

**Pokémon™ (Assorted Titles)**
Join the quest and discover more Pokémon with the exciting assortment of books that’ll make you a Pokémon Master. Gotta catch ’em all!

**Disney Frozen: Welcome, Spring!**
Find out how Anna, Elsa, and Olaf celebrate springtime in Arendelle in this all-new story!

**LEGO® NEXO KNIGHTS™: NEXO KNIGHTS™ Handbook**
Strap on your armor and meet the knights and lava monsters from the new excited-themed LEGO® world.

**Descendants (Assorted Titles)**
Watch out Auradon, here come the Descendants! $6.99 and up

**Ratchet & Clank: The Movie Novel**
When the evil alien Drekk decides to destroy every planet in the Solaria Galaxy, the Galactic Rangers turn to two unlikely heroes for assistance.

**Urban Outlaws**
by Peter Jay Black
Explore action and awesome gadgets! Five extraordinary orphans take on the world’s most sophisticated computer before it brings civilization to its knees.

**Princess in Disguise**
by E. D. Baker
Who cast the spell that might ruin Ann and Liam’s wedding? If you like princesses who are sweet, smart, funny, witty, and clever, this book is for you!

**I Survived: The Hindenburg Disaster, 1937**
by Lauren Tarshis
Amidst the panicked shouts and chaos, Hugo must find his sister and figure out a way for them to escape. Will they survive this fiery disaster?

**My Big Fat Zombie Goldfish:**
by Mo O’Hara
Illustrated by Marek Jagucki
Franke the zombie goldfish is back with all new adventures. An epic camping trip? An invisible noodle? A vampire kitten? It’s Franke to the rescue!

**Ranger in Time: Long Road to Freedom**
by Kate Messner
Illustrated by Kelley McMorris
Ranger travels back to the dark days of American slavery to help a young brother and sister escape to safety in the North.

**Shopkins™: Lights, Camera, Shopkins!**
All the Shopkins are excited to audition when Lippy Lips decides to make her own film. But who will get the lead role?

**Plants vs. Zombies (Assorted Titles)**
Treat yourself to a graphic novel based on the smash-hit video game! Don’t miss out on all the hilarious, action-packed, zombie-fighting adventures!

**More Books!**
Check out the full selection of books online at scholastic.com/fair

*Online shopping available at participating schools.*
Middle Grade Fiction

**The Last Kids on Earth**
by Max Brallier
Illustrated by Douglas Holgate
Video games, Oreos, Mountain Dew®, and a well-armed tree fort—everything a kid would need to survive. Hmmm... and a little help from your friends.
Item #38911, LEX: 650L
Exclusive Value-Priced Hardcover
**$8.99**

**Diary of a Wimpy Kid**
Diary of a Wimpy Kid (Assorted Titles)
Catch up on Greg Heffley's life!
Exclusive Paperbacks
$4.99-$8.99 each

**The Key to Extraordinary**
by Natalie Lloyd
Emma must do whatever it takes to fulfill her extraordinary destiny. But how can she find something that's been hidden for centuries?
Item #516158, LEX: 650L
Exclusive Paperback
**$6.99**

**American Girl: Lea Dives In**
by Lisa Yee
Lea Clark is ready to explore the world, but when fun turns to danger, Lea must find the courage to face adventure head on!
Item #346033
Special Price
**$7.99**

**Fortune Falls**
by Jenny Goebel
Sadie must devise a plan to change her fortune. Because in a town where superstitions are real, bad luck isn’t an inconvenience—it’s a death sentence!
Item #508081, LEX: 650L
Exclusive Paperback
**$5.99**

**Heart of a Dolphin**
by Catherine Hapka
Only Annie knows that she and the dolphin have forged a special bond. Can her dolphin friend help her when she needs it most?
Item #501363, LEX: 650L
Exclusive Paperback
Special Price
**$5.99**

**Roller Girl**
by Victoria Jamieson
This heartwarming graphic novel about friendships and surviving junior high school is totally worthy of its five-star rating!
Item #382031, LEX: 650L, AR: R
Special Price
**$8.95**

**Finding Serendipity**
by Angela Banks
To rescue her mother, Tuesday will need some help from her faithful dog Baxter—and he’s not your average dog.
Item #50772X, LEX: 650L, AR: R
Special Price
**$5.99**

**Love, First at Last**
by Angela Cervantes
Alice’s biggest competition is her ex-best friend. Can she take top prize and win back a friend, or is she destined to lose it all?
Item #361857, LEX: 650L
Exclusive Paperback
**$5.99**

**Sofia and the Black Cat**
by Robert Beatty
When children at the estate start disappearing, Sofia must discover the man in the Black Cat’s true identity and unlock the puzzle of her past!
Item #383816, LEX: 650L
Exclusive Paperback
**$6.99**

**The Last Kids on Earth**
by Max Brallier
Illustrated by Douglas Holgate
Video games, Oreos, Mountain Dew®, and a well-armed tree fort—everything a kid would need to survive. Hmmm... and a little help from your friends.
Item #38911, LEX: 650L
Exclusive Value-Priced Hardcover
**$8.99**

**Diary of a Wimpy Kid**
Diary of a Wimpy Kid (Assorted Titles)
Catch up on Greg Heffley’s life!
Exclusive Paperbacks
$4.99-$8.99 each

**The Key to Extraordinary**
by Natalie Lloyd
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Item #516158, LEX: 650L
Exclusive Paperback
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Lea Clark is ready to explore the world, but when fun turns to danger, Lea must find the courage to face adventure head on!
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by Jenny Goebel
Sadie must devise a plan to change her fortune. Because in a town where superstitions are real, bad luck isn’t an inconvenience—it’s a death sentence!
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**$5.99**
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Only Annie knows that she and the dolphin have forged a special bond. Can her dolphin friend help her when she needs it most?
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Exclusive Paperback
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**$5.99**

**Roller Girl**
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This heartwarming graphic novel about friendships and surviving junior high school is totally worthy of its five-star rating!
Item #382031, LEX: 650L, AR: R
Special Price
**$8.95**

**Finding Serendipity**
by Angela Banks
To rescue her mother, Tuesday will need some help from her faithful dog Baxter—and he’s not your average dog.
Item #50772X, LEX: 650L, AR: R
Special Price
**$5.99**

**Love, First at Last**
by Angela Cervantes
Alice’s biggest competition is her ex-best friend. Can she take top prize and win back a friend, or is she destined to lose it all?
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**$5.99**
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by Robert Beatty
When children at the estate start disappearing, Sofia must discover the man in the Black Cat’s true identity and unlock the puzzle of her past!
Item #383816, LEX: 650L
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**$6.99**

**Middle Grade Fiction**